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Vintage 2021: First
Impressions After Harvesting

Harvest 2021 has now been completed for weeks all over
Italy, the grapes have finally become wine, the producers are
drawing conclusions about the harvest and formulate the first
impressions about the new wine. In fact, at this moment,
thanks to the certainty of what has been brought to the win-
ery – therefore with reliable and concrete information – the
producers have now very clear ideas about the wines they are
making with the grapes harvested in the past weeks. The fore-
casts released last summer for harvest 2021 – which antici-
pated a good vintage, with a decrease in quantity but of high
quality – seem to be confirmed by the producers according to
the evaluation of what they brought to the winery. Everywhere
in Italy, in general terms, there is a decrease in the quantity
of grapes harvested, however everyone agrees on the quality,
considered very good, probably among the best ones in recent
years.

Italian producers seem to all agree that what they have har-
vested from their vineyards is of high quality, a condition that
has been reported in every region of Italy. The consequence
– all too obvious – is to also have high quality wines, assum-
ing no wine making disgrace is going to happen in the win-
ery. It must in fact be said making great wines from grapes of
very high quality is relatively simple, making great wines from
mediocre grapes is always the result of high enological skills
and expertise. Transforming the good into something excel-
lent is obviously a result that can be obtained without any effort
and with a minimum of enological “diligence”, while you need
to work very hard in order to obtain a low quality wine from
the same grapes. An operation which, unfortunately, is not so
unusual as it happens quite often to have in the glass – and,
therefore, to taste – wines from vintages considered excellent
and affected by quite embarrassing faults. In this case, all too
obvious, the fault is not the grape, much less the vineyard, the
territory or the climate, indeed it is the obvious result of the
bad job done by the producer.

Vintage 2021 did not start – many will remember this – with
the best of wishes. From a meteorological point of view, in
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fact, in the last spring there had happened decidedly disastrous
events which suggested an uncertain course of the season. In
fact, in April, many vineyards in Italy were damaged by dire
frosts, right in the crucial moment in which the vine began to
produce new shoots. A decidedly negative event that jeopar-
dized the good hopes for harvest 2021, as the frost inevitably
and literally “burned” the young and new shoots. Those who
survived had to face the infernal temperatures of the summer as
well as the scarcity of rains, thus complicating the vegetative
cycle of the vines, certainly of the younger ones and having
not very developed root systems. The older vines, with more
developed root systems in the depths of the soil, have partially
benefited from the underground water reserves.

In short, at the end of August, the producers showed some
concern for the fate of the harvest which, shortly afterwards,
would begin with the harvesting of the bunches. Then came
September and, fortunately, the situation changed and, with it,
the forecasts as well. The rains of September have in fact con-
tributed in a decisive way to the positive trend of the conclu-
sion of the ripening of the grapes, finally capable of quenching
their thirst. Of course, these rains did not remedy the dam-
age caused by the April frosts, but they certainly were decisive
for the ripening of the bunches born from the surviving shoots.
And it was thanks to these rains that today we can talk about
a high quality harvest, despite the drop in quantity. If we con-
sider the estimates that had been made during the summer, in
which good quality and a significant decrease in terms of quan-
tity were expected, we can only be happy that those forecasts
have been proven wrong, and now turned out to be positive
from the real evaluation of what was brought to the winery.

Everywhere in Italy there is the satisfaction of producers for
the wines they have produced with the grapes of this vintage;
many do not hesitate to define 2021 as one of the best in recent
years. The grapes harvested in the vineyards of Italy – from
north to south – were sound and perfect for the harvest, that is,
in the best condition possible to obtain high quality wines. The
excellent premises of the vineyard were then transformed into
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certainties when the grapes arrived in the winery. The analysis
of the must has in fact made it possible to find out the excellent
balance between acidity and sugar content, a highly positive
premise for obtaining equally balanced wines. Apparently –
and, at this point, with absolute certainty – the wines of the
2021 vintage, after having run the risk of a quite severe and
nefarious weather trends, will give us wonderful satisfactions
in the glasses. News, there is no doubt, which gives us great
pleasure, imagining – not least – the relief of the producers
who, having positively passed the uncertainty of the summer
conditions, they can now be assured and face with optimism
the end of the enological procedures that will terminate with
bottling.

Of course, this is good news we welcome with enthusiasm
while looking forward to having 2021 wines in the glasses,
the supreme and final condition for assessing the real enolog-
ical quality. If we consider the difficulties the world of wine
has suffered as a result of the pandemic and which also have
changed our habits, including consumption, the high quality
forecast of the 2021 vintage represents, not least, a new start-
ing point for the Italian wine. The producers’ forecast for the
2021 vintage is largely optimistic for each and every style of
wine. From whites to reds, from sparkling to dessert wines, the
producers all agree in defining 2021 as a “vintage to remem-
ber”. Excellent wines, therefore, even if in smaller quantities,
under the reassuring wisdom of the famous saying “little but
good”. Certainly a relative and minor satisfaction, however
extremely positive, if we consider the pessimistic premises of
last summer regarding the 2021 vintage.

The optimistic and present forecast for 2021 vintage are,
not least, an economic advantage as better quality could en-
sure higher profits. Although this is a risky choice – we must
in fact remember the bad sales results of 2020 in addition to
the general economic availability of consumers – excessively
increasing prices would be counterproductive. In any case, this
good news anticipates the satisfaction of being able to pour the
wines of the 2021 vintage into the glasses, something that will
occur in the first months of next year, in regard for ready-to-
drink white and red wines, towards the end of summer for those
destined to tell their quality in the years to come. For long aged
reds and classic method sparkling wines, on the other hand, we
will at least have to wait until 2023. In any case, we will have
more than one good, very good reason to make a toast to the
2021 vintage. With the hope it can represent – with its wines –
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the beginning of a new and beautiful future for everyone.

Antonello Biancalana

WINE TASTING

Contrasts of Ansonica Costa
dell’Argentario and Trebbiano

d’Abruzzo
Two white wines produced in two different and distant territories,

expression of equally different and distant grapes

This month, in the glasses of our tasting by contrast, we are
going to compare two wines produced in very different terri-
tories, both for their respective geographical positions and for
the climatic conditions occurring in each of them. The two ter-
ritories are also affected by the sea breezes, specifically, from
the two Italian seas bordering the east and west coasts. The
two wines we will examine this month are in fact Ansonica
Costa dell’Argentario – therefore on the Tyrrhenian side – and
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, which is influenced by the Adriatic Sea.
These are not – of course – meteorological conditions deter-
mined solely by the influence of the sea, as both territories are
also affected from the conditions occurring in the internal parts
of their respective production areas. In particular, the hinter-
land of Tuscany, near the Argentario, is characterized by flat
and hilly territory, the one of Abruzzo – instead – is mainly
characterized by hills and reaching the Apennine mountains.

To this, of course, are added the differences introduced by
the respective grapes used for the two wines – Ansonica for
the wine of the Argentario area, Trebbiano d’Abruzzo for the
Abruzzo wine – the result is therefore different in every regard.
Two very different varieties producing equally different wines,
however characterized by recognizable personalities. From a
sensorial point of view, Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario and
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo can be recognized for their rather dif-
ferent organoleptic qualities. If, in general terms, the Tuscan
wine is capable of expressing finesse and elegance, with struc-
tures of good body, Trebbiano d’Abruzzo – which is certainly
equally capable of finesse and elegance – gives the glass more
robust and full wines. These characteristics also develop as a
result of the climatic and meteorological conditions occurring
in their respective territories, not least, the composition of the
soil and the interpretation expressed by the producers. This
last aspect, in fact, is certainly not negligible as the enological
visions of Abruzzo and Tuscany differ substantially, also for
historical and traditional reasons.

Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario

Ansonica is the name with which this white berried grape is
found in the Italian national directory of vine varieties, there-
fore it is the official Italian name. This premise, which might
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seem superfluous, actually aims to introduce the identity of this
variety and – above all – its origin. The Ansonica grape, in fact,
is actually Inzolia, one of the most famous and widespread
white grape varieties of Sicily. This grape is native to this is-
land – where it is widely used for the production of both mono-
varietal white wines and blended with other grapes – and from
Sicily it reached Tuscany and other regions of Italy. Inzolia
– Ansonica – is the oldest native white grape variety in Sicily
and its origins, although today it is considered to be native to
this island, are not entirely clear. The spreading in Tuscany,
however, is limited to the territories near the Argentario moun-
tain and in other Denominazione d’Origine Controllata areas
in the province of Grosseto, to which is also added Elba island.

Of all the Tuscan denominations providing for the use
of Ansonica grape, the one of Costa dell’Argentario is the
most famous and the only one exclusively reserved to this
grape. The production area – recognized as a Denominazione
d’Origine Controllata (Denomination of Controlled Origin,
DOC) –covers the territories of Capalbio, Manciano, Or-
betello, Mount Argentario and Giglio island, all in the province
of Grosseto. The production disciplinary – according to what
is generally provided for Italian wines with Denomination of
Controlled Origin – provides for the minimum use of Anson-
ica for 85%, while the remaining part can be made from white
grape varieties permitted to cultivation in Tuscany. The Anson-
ica Costa dell’Argentario is a wine having a remarkable finesse
and elegance, and is characterized by the pleasing crispness
given by acidity, as well as the olfactory profile of flowers and
fruits. For this reason, almost all the wines belonging to the
appellation are vinified and aged in inert containers, with the
aim of preserving the quality of the typical organoleptic char-
acteristics of this wine.

Trebbiano d’Abruzzo

Undisputed glory of Abruzzo, the local Trebbiano shares
the wine scene of this region with another great grape – Mon-
tepulciano – from which are produced the homonymous red
and Cerasuolo wines. The famous white of Abruzzo, al-
though the situation has today become more clear, has been
for decades the subject of confusion regarding the grape with
which it is produced. This was also because of the not so
clear situation concerning, for many reasons, the Italian grapes
that are characterized by the name “Trebbiano”. As is widely
known, the term “Trebbiano” comes from Trebula, the name
with which many towns in central Italy were called in ancient
times, therefore from trebulanum, a term used to refer to an
“estate” near Trebula. The term trebulanum could therefore be
translated as “farm” or “agricultural estate”. From this origi-
nates the word Trebbiano, a term used by Pliny the Elder for
the definition of vinum trebulanum and which today we could
translate as “country wine” or “farm wine”. In other words, the
grape – and therefore the wine – of the place.

Nowadays, every Trebbiano grape is generally considered
as a member of the same family, although – in many cases –
there are no common analogies. As for Trebbiano d’Abruzzo,
probably also because of the confusion existing in the large
family of these grapes, for a long time it was confused with
Bombino Bianco, a grape widely spread in the areas of central-

southern Italy. Today, thanks to scientific research, we know
that, in reality, Trebbiano d’Abruzzo – also known as Treb-
biano Abruzzese – has no connection or analogy with Bombino
Bianco, it indeed turns out to have several similarities with
Biancame, a biotype of Trebbiano Toscano. This confusion,
which lasted for decades, has however produced quite a big
confusion in the enological definition of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo.
Its production disciplinary, in fact, still provides for the pos-
sibility of using Trebbiano Abruzzese, Bombino Bianco and
Trebbiano Toscano, alone or together, for a minimum of 85%.
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, when produced with viticultural and
enological quality criteria, is a white capable of remarkable
organoleptic expression. This characteristic allows producers
to interpret this grape – and therefore the wine – with countless
enological practices, from vinification in inert containers to the
use of casks and barriques, giving, in all cases, wines of good
sensorial interest.

The Tasting

Before starting this month’s tasting by contrast, let’s search
for the bottles of the two wines. It should be noted, these wines
are pretty easy to find on the market, and are certainly avail-
able in any well-stocked wine shop. This is particularly true
for Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, as the total volume of production is
much greater than for Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario. The
wines we will consider are both produced by fermentation and
aging in inert containers, preferably in steel tanks. In this re-
gard, it should be noted this is the method generally used for
the production of these two wines, this further simplifying the
search. As for the composition – although the respective pro-
duction disciplinary provide for a minimum 85% of the pri-
mary variety – we will make sure they actually are wines pro-
duced with the respective identifying grapes only. The two
wines belong to the last available vintage and are served in
tasting glasses at a temperature of 10 °C. (50 °F)

Let’s start our tasting by contrast and proceed with the anal-
ysis of the first sensorial quality of the wines, represented by
their appearance, that is how they appear to our eyes in terms of
color and transparency. The first wine we will examine is An-
sonica Costa dell’Argentario. Let’s tilt the glass over a white

The color of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo
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surface – a sheet of paper is enough – and observe the base,
where the thickness of the liquid mass is greater. The color of
the Tuscan wine reveals a brilliant and intense straw yellow,
while the nuance – observed at the upper edge of the glass, to-
wards the opening, at the point where the thickness of the wine
is thinnest – is characterized by a greenish yellow color. The
transparency of Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario, evaluated by
placing an object between the glass and the white surface, is
very high. Let’s now pass to the evaluation of the aspect of
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo and, just like for the previous wine, let’s
tilt the glass over the white surface. The color of the Abruzzo
wine, observed at the base of the glass, reveals an intense straw
yellow, generally darker than Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario.
The nuance, observed towards the opening of the glass, con-
firms the straw yellow color. The transparency of Trebbiano
d’Abruzzo is also very high.

The olfactory profiles of Ansonica and Trebbiano
Abruzzese are characterized by substantial differences, al-
though it is possible to perceive common aromas. In both
cases, the olfactory profiles are expressed with aromas that
directly recall the world of yellow and white fruits, as well
as flowers. The Ansonica – in the Maremma area – mainly
expresses aromas reminiscent of apple, pear, plum and citrus
fruits, while, as for the olfactory qualities attributable to the
world of flowers, this variety is characterized by hawthorn,
broom and chamomile. In some cases, in the Ansonica Costa
dell’Argentario can be perceived aromas reminiscent of aro-
matic herbs, especially lesser calamint. The aromas character-
izing Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, although they have common qual-
ities with Ansonica, are more intense and, so to speak, more
robust, in which can be perceived, also in this case, aromas
of apple, pear and plum. To these fruity sensations are often
added lemon, peach, medlar and hints of tropical fruit, in par-
ticular pineapple. Furthermore, in Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, can
often be perceived the scent of almond. As for the aromas be-
longing to the world of flowers, in Trebbiano d’Abruzzo can
be mainly perceived hawthorn and broom.

Let’s resume the tasting by contrast of this month and
proceed with the olfactory examination of Ansonica Costa
dell’Argentario and Trebbiano d’Abruzzo. As for the previous
examination, the first wine of which we analyze the aromas is
the Tuscan one. Let’s hold the glass in vertical position and
let’s do the first smell in order to appreciate the opening, that is
the identifying aromas. In the Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario
can be perceived aromas of apple, pear and plum, followed by
the floral scent of hawthorn. Let’s proceed with the swirling
of the glass – operation that will favor the development of the
remaining aromas – then let’s do the second smell. The ol-
factory profile of the Tuscan wine is completed with broom,
chamomile, citrus fruit, peach, hazelnut and, often, the elegant
hint of aromatic herbs in which we recognize lesser calamint.
Let’s move on to the evaluation of the olfactory profile of Treb-
biano d’Abruzzo and – by holding the glass in vertical position,
without swirling it – let’s do the first smell in order to appre-
ciate its opening. From the glass we perceive aromas of apple,
plum and hawthorn. After having swirled the glass, the olfac-
tory profile of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo is completed with aromas
of pear, broom, pineapple, lemon and almond.

Let’s now move on to the analysis of the gustatory profiles
of Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario and Trebbiano d’Abruzzo,

first examining – as in the previous phases – the Tuscan wine.
Let’s therefore take a sip of this wine and evaluate its attack,
that is, the initial sensations perceived in the mouth. The wine
expresses a marked crispness given by the acidity that finds
balance in the effect of alcohol, the latter of moderate intensity
but enough to contrast acidity. Ansonica Costa dell’Argentario
has a medium structure, definitely suited to the personality
of the wine, and in the mouth we perceive the flavors of ap-
ple, pear and plum, confirming the good correspondence to
the nose. Let’s now proceed with the evaluation of the at-
tack of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo and take a sip of this wine. In
the Abruzzo white can be immediately appreciated crispness –
given by the acidity – and, also in this case, promptly balanced
by the effect of alcohol, generally more intense than Ansonica
Costa dell’Argentario. The structure of the wine – compared
with that of the Tuscan white – is more robust as well as the
sensation of roundness. In the mouth are perceived flavors of
apple, plum and almond, confirming the good correspondence
to the nose.

After having swallowed the wines, let’s terminate this
month’s tasting by contrast by evaluating the final sensations,
in particular the taste-olfactory persistence. The finish of An-
sonica Costa dell’Argentario is of good persistence, in the
mouth we continue to perceive the pleasing crispness given
by the acidity and the sensation of moderate structure. In the
mouth we can also perceive the flavors of apple, pear and plum.
The finish of Trebbiano d’Abruzzo is equally persistent – in
both wines, persistence can be measured in about ten seconds –
and the pleasing crispness of acidity continues to be perceived
in the mouth as well as the warm effect of the alcohol. The
sensation of structure is – even in the finish – fuller than in
Tuscan wine, continuing to be perceived the flavors of apple,
plum, pineapple and the slightly bitter sensation in which we
recognize almond. Before concluding the tasting by contrast,
place the two glasses next to each other and do a further smell.
The olfactory profiles of the two wines are very different, al-
though they have common characteristics however expressed
with different intensities.

v v v
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Wines of the Month

Score legend
G Fair – GG Pretty Good – GGG Good
GGGG Very Good – GGGGG Excellent

N Wine that excels in its category
b Good value wine

Prices are to be considered as indicative. Prices may vary according
to the country or the shop where wines are bought

Cirò Rosso Classico Superiore Riserva Volvito 2018
Caparra & Siciliani (Calabria, Italy)

Gaglioppo

Price: e 15.00 Score GGGG N

Intense ruby red and nuances of garnet red, little trans-
parency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of plum, black cherry and dried violet followed by aro-
mas of blueberry, tobacco, cocoa, leather, mace, licorice, black
pepper, vanilla and menthol.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, agreeable.

Persistent finish with flavors of plum, black cherry and
blueberry.

24 months in barrique, 6 months in bottle.

Roasted meat, Stewed meat with mushrooms, Broiled meat and
barbecue

Mastrogiurato 2019
Caparra & Siciliani (Calabria, Italy)

Gaglioppo (70%), Greco Nero (30%)

Price: e 18.00 Score GGGG N

Deep ruby red and nuances of ruby red, little transparency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of plum, blackberry and black cherry followed by aro-
mas of violet, carnation, raspberry, blueberry, cocoa, tobacco,
mace, vanilla and menthol.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, agreeable.

Persistent finish with flavors of plum, black cherry and
raspberry.

Aged in barrique.

Roasted meat, Stewed meat with mushrooms, Broiled meat and
barbecue, Cheese

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Spumante Metodo
Classico Extra Brut Mirizzi 2017

Montecappone (Marches, Italy)

Verdicchio

Price: e 26.50 Score GGGG N

Brilliant straw yellow and nuances of straw yellow, very
transparent, fine and persistent perlage.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of apple, plum and bread crust followed by aromas of
hawthorn, broom, grapefruit, pineapple, pear, peach, walnut
husk, linden, honey and almond.

Effervescent and crisp attack, however balanced by alco-
hol, good body, intense flavors, agreeable.

Persistent finish with flavors of apple, plum and grapefruit.

Refermented in bottle and aged on its lees for 24 months.

Pasta and risotto with crustaceans and fish, Roasted white meat,
Roasted fish, Mushroom soups
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Castelli di Jesi Verdicchio Riserva Classico Utopia
2018

Montecappone (Marches, Italy)

Verdicchio

Price: e 26.50 Score GGGG N

Intense straw yellow and nuances of straw yellow, very
transparent.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of apple, plum and citron followed by aromas of
hawthorn, broom, chamomile, pear, pineapple, medlar, peach,
anise, thyme and almond.

Crisp attack and however balanced by alcohol, good body,
intense flavors, agreeable.

Persistent finish with flavors of apple, plum and citron.

9 months in steel tanks.

Pasta with fish, Sauteed white meat, Stewed fish, Fried fish,
Cheese

Falerno del Massico Bianco Vigna Caracci 2017
Villa Matilde (Campania, Italy)

Falanghina

Price: e 27.00 Score GGGG N

Brilliant golden yellow and nuances of golden yellow,
very transparent.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of apple, plum and hawthorn followed by aromas of

broom, pear, citrus fruits, pineapple, medlar, honey, hazelnut
and hints of vanilla.

Crisp attack and however balanced by alcohol, good body,
intense flavors, pleasing roundness.

Persistent finish with flavors of apple, plum and hazelnut.

3 months in amphora. A small part ferments in barrique.

Stuffed pasta with fish, Roasted fish, Broiled fish, Roasted white
meat, Mushroom soups

Taurasi Fusonero 2015
Villa Matilde (Campania, Italy)

Aglianico

Price: e 25.00 Score GGGG N

Deep ruby red and nuances of ruby red, little transparency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of plum, black cherry and blackberry followed by aromas
of dried violet, blueberry, chocolate, tobacco, leather, licorice,
mace, vanilla and menthol.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
full body, intense flavors, agreeable.

Persistent finish with flavors of plum, black cherry and
blackberry.

18 months in cask and barrique, 12 months in bottle.

Game, Roasted meat, Stewed and braised meat with mushrooms,
Hard cheese
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Barbera d’Alba Superiore Vigna Monpissano 2018
Bric Castelvej (Piedmont, Italy)

Barbera

Price: e 15.00 Score GGGG

Intense ruby red and nuances of ruby red, little trans-
parency.

Intense, clean, pleasing and refined, starts with hints of
cherry, plum and violet followed by aromas of blueberry,
blackberry, raspberry, tobacco, chocolate, mace, cardamom
and vanilla.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
good body, intense flavors, pleasing crispness.

Persistent finish with flavors of cherry, plum and blue-
berry.

Aged in cask.

Stuffed pasta with meat and mushrooms, Broiled meat and bar-
becue, Roasted meat, Stewed meat with mushrooms, Cheese

Roero Riserva Panera Alta 2016
Bric Castelvej (Piedmont, Italy)

Nebbiolo

Price: e 24.50 Score GGGG N

Intense ruby red and nuances of garnet red, little trans-
parency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of cherry, plum and dried violet followed by aromas
of rose, raspberry, cocoa, cinnamon, tobacco, mace, licorice,
leather, vanilla and menthol.

Tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol, full body,
intense flavors, pleasing crispness.

Persistent finish with flavors of cherry, plum and rasp-
berry.

30 months in cask, 6 months in bottle.

Game, Roasted meat, Stewed and braised meat, Cheese

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Riserva Binomio 2016
La Valentina (Abruzzo, Italy)

Montepulciano

Price: e 42.00 Score GGGGG

Deep ruby red and nuances of garnet red, little trans-
parency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of plum, black cherry and blueberry followed by aro-
mas of dried violet, peony, blackberry, cocoa, tobacco, mace,
licorice, pink pepper, leather, graphite, vanilla and menthol.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
full body, intense flavors, pleasing roundness.

Very persistent finish with long flavors of plum, black
cherry and blueberry.

15 months in barrique.

Game, Roasted meat, Stewed and braised meat, Hard cheese
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Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Riserva Terre dei Vestini
Bellovedere 2017

La Valentina (Abruzzo, Italy)

Montepulciano

Price: e 50.00 Score GGGGG

Deep ruby red and nuances of ruby red, little transparency.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant, starts with
hints of black cherry, plum and blackberry followed by aro-
mas of violet, blueberry, cocoa, tobacco, cinnamon, leather,
licorice, rosemary, juniper, pink pepper, vanilla and menthol.

Properly tannic attack and however balanced by alcohol,
full body, intense flavors, agreeable.

Very persistent finish with long flavors of plum, black
cherry and blackberry.

18 months in cask and barrique, 12 months in bottle.

Game, Roasted meat, Stewed and braised meat, Hard cheese

EVENTS

News

In this column are published news and information about
events concerning the world of wine and food. Whoever is
interested in publishing this kind of information can send us a
mail to the address Events@DiWineTaste.com.

NOT JUST WINE

Aquavitae
Review of Grappa, Distillates and Brandy

Grappa Invecchiata Oltre il Dilidia
Distillerie Berta (Piedmont)

Pomace of Muscat Blanc and Barbera

Price: e 52.50 - 70cl Score GGGG N

Brilliant amber yellow, crystalline and transparent.

Intense, clean, pleasing, refined and elegant with aromas
of prune, raisin, almond, citrus fruit peel, leather, rancho, co-
coa, tobacco and honey with almost imperceptible alcohol pun-
gency.

Intense flavors with perceptible alcohol pungency which
tends to dissolve rapidly, balanced sweetness, pleasing round-
ness.

Persistent finish with flavors of prune, raisin, honey and
almond.

Batch distillation, more than 24 months in cask previously
used for the production of Marsala wine.

mailto:Events@DiWineTaste.com
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Wine Guide Parade
September 2021

The best 15 wines reviewed in our Guide and voted by Di-
WineTaste readers

Rank Wine, Producer Votes
1 Amarone della Valpolicella Classico 2015, Santa

Sofia
13209

2 Azobè 2016, Albino Piona 13149
3 Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico Superiore

Tralivio 2019, Sartarelli
10969

4 Piemonte Viognier Calypsos 2020, Montalbera 10902
5 Aglianico del Vulture Terre di Orazio 2018, Cantina

di Venosa
10889

6 Bardolino 2020, Albino Piona 10760
7 Montefalco Sagrantino 2016, Bocale 10496
8 Barbera d’Asti Superiore Lequilibrio 2018, Montal-

bera
10279

9 Aglianico del Vulture Verbo 2018, Cantina di
Venosa

10218

10 Aglianico del Vulture Gesualdo da Venosa 2017,
Cantina di Venosa

10108

11 Montefalco Rosso 2017, Bocale 9918
12 Langhe Chardonnay Nudo 2019, Montalbera 9537
13 Spoleto Trebbiano Spoletino 2020, Bocale 9271
14 Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Passito 2019,

Sartarelli
9170

15 Brunello di Montalcino Vecchie Vigne 2016, Siro
Pacenti

9070
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